Peer-to-Peer Synchronization

Introduction
For decades, sound coordinated traffic signal systems have produced well documented benefits in
reducing travel-time, stops, and delay along the coordinated phases of the system; however, noncoordinated phases experience a corresponding increase in stopped delay. The increases in noncoordinated phase delay are justified by the quantifiable benefits experienced by the coordinated phases
and driver expectations. In other words, a driver waiting on the side street during peak flows is not likely
to experience aggravation as it’s clear that mainline volumes demand an equitable amount of green time.
However, during off peak hours, traffic volumes along coordinated phases are more difficult to predict
which often leads to unjustified delay of non-coordinated phases and increased driver aggravation. Peerto-peer synchronization provides traffic engineers with the ability to retain synchronization along the
mainline of a major arterial while reducing the stopped delay of non-coordinated approaches.

Overview of Operations
Peer-to-peer (P2P) is a function of many advanced traffic controller software programs. P2P enables one
traffic controller program to exchange the state of inputs and outputs to any other traffic controller within
the Ethernet communication network. While there are innumerable approaches to effectively utilizing
P2P, it’s most common to engineers may utilized P2P functions to replace traditional Y-coord (yellow yield
interconnect) operations, which involves the use of relays and physical wiring between intersections, or
take a more sophisticated approach by utilizing priority requests to establish signal synchronization.

Replacement of Traditional Y-Coord
Traditional Y-coord operations require the use of copper wire between intersections to transmit the state
of an upstream controlling phase in order to affect the state of a phase at a downstream intersection.
Commonly, the downstream phase is programmed to HOLD until receiving a pulsed input triggered by the
output of the upstream controlling phase. If the pulsed input is not received within a user-defined period,
the downstream phase automatically releases the HOLD. P2P communication permits the same operation
without the use of electrified copper; thus, eases the requirements of integration while improving safety
and risks affiliated with damage of the electrified copper between intersections.

P2P Synchronization with Priority Requests
P2P synchronization equips traffic engineers with the opportunity to synchronize the flow of traffic
between intersections running in FREE operation. By running FREE, individual intersections are not
subject to the delay caused by the HOLD of coordinated phases, while P2P establishes synchronization
between intersections by issuing a priority request.
Priority requests are most commonly utilized by Transit Signal Priority operations. When activated a
priority request may truncate non-priority phases and/or extend priority phases in order to ensure the
priority phase is green upon the arrival of the priority vehicle. When utilized for P2P synchronization, the
activation of green on a downstream controlling phase triggers a priority request at downstream
intersections running in free operation. Each downstream intersection is programmed with an ETA which
is utilized to calculate the arrival of the platoon released by the controlling phase. The priority request is
cancelled upon reaching the maximum green duration (plus priority extension if activated) or upon gapout of the priority phase.
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Case Studies
City of Carlsbad – Aviara Parkway
The City of Carlsbad expressed a need for P2P synchronization along Aviara Pkwy from Poinsettia to
Palomar Airport Rd. The northbound route is heavily utilized by morning commuters who exit Interstate
5 at Poinsettia Ln and then head northbound on Aviara Pkwy to reach the heart of the business district in
Carlsbad. The intersections between Poinsettia and Palomar Airport Rd are flanked by residential homes
and the size and presence of the platoon varies, even during peak hours; thus, time-based coordination
would introduce unnecessary non-coordinated phase delay.

Figure 1 - Aviara Pkwy North

Activation of Peer to Peer Synchronization
As it was desired to run P2P operations when volumes
justified synchronization of route signals, Carlsbad’s
Aviara A.M. P2P Synchronization is activated when
traffic volumes exceed a user defined threshold. As
the morning volumes cross the activation threshold, a
pattern which enables the Priority Request is issued to
Figure 2 Volume threshold display
the controllers along the route. Conversely, when the
volumes drop below the deactivation threshold, the intersections drop back into normal free operation.
While it’s possible to leave the P2P Synchronization running all day, there’s little justification for the
synchronization of signals with platoons of just 1-5 cars during off peak hours.
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High Resolution Event Performance Measures
It is not common for an agency to analyze the performance measures of intersections running in free
operation. Travel runs are an option for analyzing the performance of running P2P synchronization vs
traditional free operation; however, this approach is costly and does not provide a large sample of data.
An emerging option is to use the high resolution event data provided by Advanced Transportation
Controllers (ATC) and software. The high resolution event data can be utilized to measure arrivals on
green vs. red, in addition to side street delay. Below are snap shots of data collected while running P2P
synchronization vs traditional free operations along Aviara Pkwy.

Figure 3 – Aviara @ Laurel Tree NB Platoon Arrivals w/out Priority Request

Figure 4 - Aviara @ Laurel Tree NB Platoon Arrivals with Priority Request

Figure 4 clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the Priority Request generated by the P2P function.
The green and red triangles represent the beginning and end of green respectively, advanced detector
actuations from lanes 1 and 2 are plotted as grey and amber dots, while the priority request (which is
active in Figure 4) is plotted as a white X. The Aviara @ Laurel Tree intersection is approximately 4600
feet from the controlling intersection (Aviara @ Poinsettia) generating the platoon; thus as shown in
Figure 3, there’s no guarantee that the intersection will be green upon the arrival of the platoon when
strictly running free without P2P synchronization. Figure 4 illustrates that the Priority Request prevents
the NB phase from gapping out prior to the arrival of the main platoon.
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Figure 5 - Aviara @ Laurel Tree cycle by cycle peak hour arrivals (68% on green vs 32% on red) – P2P Synchronization
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By comparing the arrivals on green of P2P operations against traditional free operations, it’s clear that an
improvement in progression, particularly at Aviara & Laurel Tree (12% improvement) which is the farthest
intersection from the controlling intersection at Aviara & Poinsettia).
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Figure 6 - Peak Hour Arrivals on Green (P2P vs Free)

Distance

High resolution event data can also depict the synchronization of signals in space and time for the length
of the corridor. The chart in Figure 7 clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of P2P synchronization,
though the intersections are all running free. Priority requests align the service of northbound phases in
conjunction with the critical movement platoon arrivals, while permitting intersections to re-service all
phases with demand prior to the arrival of the controlling intersection platoon.

Time
Figure 7 – Aviara Pkwy NB arrivals, green time, and priority requests.
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City of Carlsbad – El Camino Real
Non-coordinated phase wait time, was the driving force in utilizing peer-to-peer synchronization along
the southern portion of El Camino Real in the City of Carlsbad. While adaptive signal control is capable of
issuing smaller cycle lengths in order to reduce wait time, the width of the roadway and frequency of
pedestrian activity limits the minimum cycle length.
Peer-to-peer synchronization was employed at three intersections (Camino Vida Roble, Cassia, and
Poinsettia) between flanking intersections that remained in coordinated operations (Gateway, Town
Garden, Dove, and Aviara). It’s important to note that this case study was performed as a proof of concept
without large investments in traffic engineering. The operation was configured in 4 hours without any
attempt to fine tune the results.

Travel runs were performed, that compared traditional coordinated and free operations with the mix of
coordinated and P2P operations.
Travel-time as a critical metric in determining the effect of peer-to-peer operations on progression. As
P2P operations permit intersections to cycle freely, there’s no guarantee that synchronized phases would
be green upon arrival of the platoon; thus, it was expected that P2P operations would not provide the
quality of progression experienced when operating a well timed coordination pattern.
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Travel Time Comparison - TruTraffic Data
El Camino Real from Palomar Airport Road to Aviara Parkway/Alga Road
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Figure 8 - Travel Time Comparisons

The expected degradation in travel-time while running P2P vs Coordinated operations is depicted in the
results of the travel-time studies and P2P synchronization clearly out performs traditional Free operation.
Reducing wait time for non-coordinated phases was the most compelling goal for the 3 intersections
running P2P.
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El Camino Real and Camino Vida Roble
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The most significant reduction in non-coordinated phase wait time was experienced at El Camino Real &
Camino Vida Roble. Phase 5 is a dual left turn that regularly fills with vehicles when in Coordinated
operations. During P2P operations, the average wait time for phase 5 was reduced from 100s to 62s.

Conclusion
Peer-to-peer synchronization is a promising operation for mid-day volumes and/or corridors where
traditional coordination introduces unacceptable increases in non-coordinated phase wait time. The two
proof-of-concept trials in the City of Carlsbad illustrated the benefits of P2P synchronization while also
revealing that high resolution event data can illustrate opportunities for fine tuning the operation.
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